European Citizens' Initative
"Attention 5G"
New Mobile Communications
Technology -5G- guided
in a reasonable direction !
We are pleased that you are interested in mobile
radio radiation and our "European Citizens
Iinitiative "Attention 5G" - short: ECI "Attention
5G".
We launched a Petition to the German Parliament
in Berlin which was supported by almost 55,000
people within one month. With this citizens' vote,
we have decided to register the European citizens' initiative "Attention 5G" with the EU
Commission in order to minimise the pollution in the environment with mobile radio
radiation and the associated risks and dangers as best we can with a Europe-wide
movement.
We support technological innovation, but not at any price. Health must always be the top
priority. Only together we can create the necessary political pressure to convince
industry and politics to steer the use of mobile radio in a sensible direction so that it does
not harm anyone. That is what our main demands are based on:
1. applying the precautionary principle to potential risks of mobile telephony,
which are based on a sufficient level of scientific knowledge
2. Application of the minimization requirement for recognizable harmful effects of
mobile communications
3. Verification of new maximum exposure limits or limits of all radio wave systems, that
is, the entire wireless communication (including non-ionizing mobile radio radiation
and its athermal effects). The conduct of this review should be carried out by
independent experts (not linked to commercial or political interests) and
environmental protection associations.
4. A Technology Assessment and Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) for all areas
affected by -5G: health (physiological and psychogenic impacts), biosphere,
militarization 4.0, energy consumption, citizens' informational self-determination
(surveillance, privacy), impact on democratic Willing and decision-making processes
5. Minority protection for people who suffer from electrosensitivity or Electro
Hypersensitivity (EHS). These include the recognition of the EHS as a disease, a

general ban on the impact of private-sector electromagnetic fields, the creation of
disability workplaces, the establishment of so-called 'white' zones in public spaces, as
well as in public transport and long-distance transport.
6. Determination of new radiometric standards or limits for the maximum exposure of
the entirety of all radio-wave systems, ie the entire wireless communication
(including the non-ionizing of mobile radio radiation and its athermal effects)
7. Expansion of wired, digital telecommunications
For the ECI "Attention 5G" we are looking for at least one contact person* in each of the
European member states with the willingness to register with the EU Commission for
their country. If we find 1 million supporters in Europe within one year of registration,
the EU Commission and the European Parliament will have to deal with our demands.
In the near future, we will provide the infrastructure for cross-regional networking and
open the opportunity to donate to our site to ensure funding for the huge financial
outlay.
In addition, the institutionalised instrument of the ECI will be used to raise awareness
among citizens* throughout Europe of the risks and dangers posed by mobile
communications. This concerns, on the one hand, the mobile radio that we already have
(GSM, UTMS, LTE, TETRA, Wi-Fi, etc.) and, on the other hand, the broad and deep effects
of 5G technology.
The 5G expansion, worth billions of euros, has already begun. Therefore, we must not
wait until 5G technology is introduced everywhere and harmful effects are realized!
Parallel to the institutionalised forms of citizen participation "Bundestag Petition" and
"EBI", we see the opportunity to counter the harmful effects of mobile radio with
effective legal steps. Lawyers are invited to follow this goal with us, since now - with the
socio-technical system 5G in all its facets - a legal presidential case is likely to exist.
If you would like to work with us actively, we ask for personal information, your
availability, in particular information about where you have been active, what knowledge
and skills you can contribute and what expectations and wishes you have towards us.
Best Regards
for the European Citizens' Initiative "Attention 5G"
Eduard Meßmer (political scientist, M.A.)
Petitioner of the 5G Bundestag petition (ID 88260)
Initiator of the EBI "Attention 5G"
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